ABSTRACT As the development of traditional scalar tracking loops, different additional enhancement techniques in a GNSS receiver are proposed to help improve the positioning service quality. Up to now, Kalman-based tracking loop has gained much attention due to its potential superiorities, it has been widely exploited and studied in different specific applications. But meanwhile, there is still a lack of the detailed exploration regarding the Kalman tuning and the fully in-depth analysis and validation. Based on our former related work, an improved mathematical expression of Kalman gain and proper tractable models are proposed to help the analysis of Kalman tuning. An explicit tuning rule is proposed step by step regarding every single parameter involved and the validation is carried out in real experiments by the comparison of different receivers with different configurations. The results verify the proposed tuning rule and advantages of KF-tracking with proper setting. Thanks to the accurate and reliable signal parameter estimation, it can dramatically relieve the burden of the following processing modules, like PVT, RTK and other similar algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Originally from the setup of GPS in 1970s, the study of GNSS receiver techniques has been developing from different aspects including the robustness, accuracy, dynamic performances, etc. As a component of paramount importance inside a GNSS receiver, the tracking phase has been always the key research topic in GNSS receiver community. Signal tracking plays an important role to bridge the acquisition and PVT phases and guarantee the continuous positioning service. Especially, in high-precision (PPP, RTK) , GNSS remote sensing and other related applications, the measurements generated from the tracking loop, such as code-pseudorange, phase-pseudorange, Doppler frequency, signal-to-noise density ratio, signal power measurements and other parameters, are fed into the corresponding processing engine to achieve
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A conventional scalar tracking loop consist of a Frequency-Lock-Loop (FLL), a Phase-Lock-Loop (PLL) and a Delay-Lock-Loop (DLL) which are responsible of estimating carrier frequency, phase and code delay of the received signal, respectively. All these lock loops are derived from the similar control loops, perhaps with different orders or loop parameters [1] , [2] . In an old standard procedure, the abovementioned lock loops, including FLL, PLL and DLL, are working independently. In 2000s, different combination of the three lock loops are presented and analyzed [3] . Above all, one typical structure termed as FLL-assisted DLL/PLL becomes a primary option as it can accelerate the converge of frequency estimate and avoid the false-lock [3] , [4] .
Limited by the theoretical control model of the tracking loop, the performance is always a tradeoff between accuracy and dynamic capabilities. This is also the reason why VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ empirical values are normally used in parameter setting for different circumstances. Due to the independent working pattern of PLL, DLL and FLL, the inherent relationship between the parameters including carrier frequency, carrier phase and code phase is not well exploited, leading to the limited accuracy of the parameter estimation. In order to improve the accuracy of PVT results, carrier-smoothing algorithm or Kalman filter is needed to do the further processing based on the outputs of tracking loops. More in details, carriersmoothing is to relate the code phase and carrier phase to improve the estimation accuracy of code phase, which directly decides the accuracy of psuedorange used as the input of the following position calculation [5] . And instead of the simple LS-PVT (least-square based PVT), Kalman filter in PVT engine is employed to fuse the pesudorange and Doppler frequency information, attempting to improve the estimation accuracy of position, velocity and time [6] . The employment of carrier-smoothing or Kalman filter in PVT implies the fact that there is still possibility left to improve the conventional tracking loop.
As mentioned above, in the conventional manner, the estimation of Doppler frequency, code delay and carrier phase are working in a loose-coupled way or sometimes independently. In order to sufficiently exploit the inner relationship between all these unknown parameters, a Kalman-based tracking loop was proposed and analyzed from different perspectives [7] , [8] . But most available literature pay more attention to the implementation and application of this advanced structure [9] , for instants in the field of geological surveying, the robustness of KF-PLL is taken advantage of to minimize the channel tracking loss probability, and the discontinuities in carrier phase output in scintillation environment [10] , [11] . Similarly, in other challenging environments, KF based tracking loop is normally a key option to be considered. For example, EKF-PLL is exploited to improve the tracking performance in circumstance of weak signal [12] - [14] , and EKF-based tracking loop aiming at multipath mitigation has been also investigated in [15] .
In contrast to the application of KF-based tracking loop, less focus is put on the theoretical analysis and evaluation of the algorithm, generally, KF-PLL is frequently compared with a conventional PLL in terms of equivalent noise bandwidth [16] - [18] . With the comparison of KF-PLL and conventional scalar PLL, an adaptive loop parameter setting rule in a traditional loop can be derived to help improve the performance of traditional PLL in return [19] , [20] . The tuning of Kalman filter in KF-based PLL is analyzed in [18] to give an initial insight to the influence of the setting of error covariance, and the influence analysis is more based on simulation and experimental trials. Furthermore in recent years, the practical implementation of KF-based tracking loop in real-time platform is also concerned, KF-based tracking loop is simplified to maintain the comparable complexity with respect to the traditional one, facilitating the practical implementation of KF-based tracking loop [21] , [22] . Within one single channel, a KF-based tracking loop can be a perfect solution for the parameter estimation to some degree. When it comes up to the channel level, a vector tracking loop is proposed to change the independent working manner of the traditional tracking channels, briefly, the vector tracking loop is trying to relate the tracking channels in PVT domain [23] , essentially the basic ideology behind vector-based tracking loop can be deemed as another promoted level of data fusion.
In summary, most available papers mainly focus on one specific type of tracking enhancement techniques, such as the FLL-assisted DLL/PLL, Carrier-smoothing, Kaman filter in PVT engine and KF-based tracking loop. While minor literature pays attention to the inner relationship or comparison of all these kinds of tracking enhancements that have been proposed and developed during the whole evolution process. Especially in KF-based tracking loop, there is still a lack of the detailed exploration regarding the Kalman tuning and the fully in-depth analysis and validation. In order to clarify the inner relationship between all above-mentioned methods and especially to deeply investigate the full KF-based tracking loop (not just KF-PLL). Firstly in Section 2, a conventional tracking loop is introduced briefly, the common additional filtering algorithms including Carrier-Smoothing and KF in PVT are also simply analyzed. With the prior knowledge of traditional tracking loop design, a Kalman-filter-based tracking loop is analyzed and summarized in theory in Section 3. Additionally, dedicated experiments are carried out to verify the theoretical analysis in Section 4. Finally, future work related to the tracking loop is proposed in the conclusion part.
II. CONVENTIONAL TRACKING LOOP
Tracking loop is a significant part in a GNSS receiver, it bridges the acquisition and PVT phases, keeping track of the received signal transmitted from navigation satellites above in the sky. Additionally, some extended services including RTK, PPP, remote sensing, etc. which bring substantial benefit to the development of our society, are all dependent on the performance of tracking loops. 
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF A CONVENTIONAL TRACKING LOOP
As shown in Fig.1 , in the signal processing of a GNSS receiver, the transmitted RF (radio-frequency) signal is firstly transferred to IF (intermittent frequency) digital signal for the following processing. The mathematical expression of IF signal can be written as follows:
where A is the amplitude of the received signal, f IF is the intermittent frequency, f d is the Doppler frequency, ϕ 0 initial carrier phase, T s is the sampling period, n is the sequence number of the digitalized signal data c(nT s − τ ) is PRN code, s b (nT s −τ ) is sub-carrierčĺif there is no subcarrier modulated, then it is set to 1),
is noise term, normally assumed to be an additive White-Gaussian noise.
Once the visible satellites are detected through the acquisition stage, the corresponding rough estimates of Doppler frequency f d and code phase delay τ for each available satellite will be computed and passed to the following tracking phase as the initialization, meanwhile, the tracking loop will take over the job to track the three unknown parameters continuously as shown in Fig.2 .
As illuminated in Fig.2 , FLL, PLL and DLL are separately in charge of estimating Doppler frequency, carrier phase and code phase delay. They all share the similar control loop model. Note that ''loop filter'' in Fig.2 is not always low pass filter, as stated in [24] a better name may have been controller instead of loop filter. The subtraction operation between input parameter and local estimated parameter is achieved by discriminator which is always non-linear. The main purpose of the control loop is to establish the dynamics of the feedback loop and to deliver a suitable control signal to NCO. One of the important parameter in loop design is the loop noise bandwidth defined as.
where H(jw) is the transfer function of the loop.
Another parameter is the damping factor ξ which normally is set to 0.7 [24] . The choice of B Loop and ξ is empirical.
Especially for the setting of B Loop , it is always a tradeoff between dynamic performance and accuracy of the control loop. And the order of the loop system depends on the choice of F(s). More details can be referred to in [2] and [24] . Generally, in case of conventional tracking loop, DLL,PLL and FLL are more likely to work independently or in a loosecoupled manner.
B. THE ADDITIONAL ENHANCEMENT BASED ON THE CONVENTIONAL TRACKING LOOP
In order to guarantee the quality of PVT, the estimates from tracking loop normally can't be exploited to do the PVT computation directly. Instead, additional enhancement algorithms are utilized to refine the measurements in further step, such as carrier-smoothing technique [5] and Kalman filter in PVT engine [6] . Both of two aforementioned algorithms can be deemed as additional filtering, only using different methods. This also implies the imperfectness of the traditional tracking loop. Carrier-smoothing relates the phase-pseudorange measurements and code-pseudorange measurements to refine code-pseudorange estimates as described mathematically as follows [5] : (5) in this sense, as the smoothing windows size M increases, the variance of smoothed code-pseudorange is more close to that of the phase-pseudorange, resulting in the improvement in the accuracy of raw code-pseudorange measurement.
On the other hand, in order to improve the accuracy of PVT based on the measurements from tracking loop, a Kalman filter as described in (6) is widely used instead of pure simple VOLUME 7, 2019 least square method. 
where x y z are the position related correction applied to the predicted Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinates, v x v y v z are velocity related correction in ECEF.
t u is receiver clock bias correction and ṫ u is clock drift correction. T c is period of the system, w t u , w v x , w v y , w v z , w˙t u are the process noise term for velocity, clock bias and clock drift. ρ is the pseudorange,ρ is the prediction value of pseudorange. f r is the frequency of received signal, f T is the frequency of transmitted signal. V s is the velocity of the satellite, a is a unitary vector pointing from receiver to satellite. The subscripts from 1 to N is the number of the visible satellite. More details can be referred to in [2] and [6] .
In summary, carrier-smoothing is proposed to improve the accuracy of pseudorange measurements and Kalman filter in PVT is to improve the accuracy of both pseudorange and pseudorange-rate. They are all developed due to the limited accuracy of measurements from the traditional tracking loops.
III. KALMAN-FILTER-BASED TRACKING LOOP
A KF-based tracking loop integrates DLL,PLL and FLL into one single highly-coupled system, that is to say, the inner relationship between the unknown parameters inside tracking loop, including the Doppler frequency f d , code phase delay τ and carrier phase θ , is fully exploited. In most previous literature, the KF-PLL is mainly analyzed and compared with the conventional PLL, and an important factor of the loop design termed as equivalent loop noise bandwidth, is derived and compared with the counterpart in a traditional PLL to demonstrate the advantage of KF-PLL. But seldom paper presents a comprehensive investigation of the whole tracking system. Here in this section, instead of one single PLL, the whole tracking loop will be analyzed, in details, distributed noise bandwidths related to multiple parameters are proposed and the influence of KF setting on the parameter estimation is demonstrated both in theory and field experiments.
A. ANALYSIS OF KF-BASED TRACKING LOOP
Practically, there are mainly two options for the implementation of KF-based tracking loop, named as Linear KF-based tracking loop and EKF-based tracking loop as shown in Fig.3 . In theory, EKF-based tracking loop has higher sensitivity, but practically, linear KF-based tracking loop has comparable performance with EKF-based one [26] . For simplicity, hereafter, linear KF-based tracking loop is mainly analyzed mathematically.
The Continuous-Update model of a linear KF-based tracking loop is formulated (error-stated) as
where the system states includes the code-phase error τ (unit: chips), the carrier-phase error θ (unit: radians), the carrier-frequency error f (unit: Hz) and the carrierfrequency rate error α (unit: Hz/s). the coefficient β is used to convert the units of cycles into units of chips. w = [w code w clc1 w clc2 w acc ] T is process noise vector and v is the measurement noise vector.
Currently, the available literature mainly relates the KF-PLL to traditional PLL and compare the equivalent noise bandwidth of PLL. Hereafter based on former work [18] , [21] , the distributed noise bandwidths concerning carrier phase, Doppler frequency and code phase are derived and analyzed, furthermore, the tuning of KF parameters is also investigated.
With the system described in (8) and (9), the approximation of Kalman gain in steady-state can be expressed as
Additionally, suppose the model of carrier phase error is
where u(t) is the unit step function. Recalling the measurement update rule of a CU Kalman-Bucy filter, the final update of the states' estimation can be written as [6] 
From (12), the equivalent control loop of the linear KF-based tracking loop can be illustrated in Fig.4 . As shown in Fig.4 , the following transfer functions with respect to carrier phase error and Doppler frequency can be inferred According to Mason's gain formula (MGF) [27] 
With the transfer functions as described in (13) and (14), the equivalent noise bandwidth can be computed separately as [6] 
When it comes to the analysis of code-phase estimation as shown in the upper part in Fig.4 , a simplified model termed as frequency-assisted-DLL is proposed as shown in Fig.5 .
As shown in Fig.5 , a s+a is a low pass filter where bandwidth a depends on (16) , in this sense, the estimation of dynamic component in code phase relies on the frequency aid, while loop gain K 0 can decide the noise bandwidth of n τ (s). In details, the contribution of n τ (s) in τ o (s) can be computed as
So the corresponding noise bandwidth related to n τ (s)
From (15), (16) and (18), it can be observed that the distributed noise bandwidth is related to the tracking loop gains Fig.4 . Compared with a traditional tracking loop, the main advantage of Kalmanbased tracking loop can be generally attributed to the Kalman gains which are always adaptive and more physically reasonable. As mentioned before, the previous literature mainly analyzed the benefit brought by the loop gains in PLL with less emphasis on the setting of Kalman filter parameters and the corresponding influence.
B. THE DETAILED SETTING OF KALMAN PARAMETERS
In a Kalman system, the Kalman gains actually depends on various parameters including initial error covariance, system state noise covariance, measurement noise covariance. Based on our former work [21] , the improved approximation can be VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The simplified model of code-phase estimation in a Kalman-based tracking loop.
FIGURE 6. The error percentage of Kalman gain expression in (19).
obtained as follows to facilitate the computation of Kalman gains in steady state. 4 are four elements of the process noise covariance in the system described in (8) 
, where the 'diag' operator indicates a diagonal matrix with the specified major diagonal. R 1 , R 2 are the two components of measurement noise covariance in (9) 
, depending on the variance of discriminators' outputs. Regarding the approximation in (19) , it should be noted that the solutions for K 0 , K 1 , K 2 are nearly closed-form, while the expression of K 2 partially involves mathematical fitting processing shown as the scale factor E s . The advantage of (19) compared with former expression in [21] is the higher accuracy and wider scope as shown in Fig.6 From Fig.6 , it can be observed that the maximum error percentages for K 0 , K 1 , K 2 , K 3 are separately 0.07%, 5.4%, 3.1% and 3% in a rational large scope., in which Signal-toNoise density is located in [30 −50] dBHz and the value of varies from 0.5 to 50 (The meaning will be explained later in the setting of Q 4 ). In this paper, the detailed derivation of Kalman gain as (19) is not the key topic, hereafter the closeform solutions of K 0 and K 3 will be exploited to help the setting of Kalman parameters. For K 0 and K 3 , the error of approximation is very small which can be ignored to some degree. While for K 1 , K 2 , there is certain error involved which is around several percentage of the true value. But it won't affect the following analysis.
The setting of Kalman filter parameters is always heuristic or empirical, hereafter, explicit setting of parameters are discussed in the following steps.
1. Firstly, the setting of measurement noise covariance associated to the code-phase error τ and carrier-phase θ,
where σ τ , σ θ are the noise variance of code phase and carrier phase discriminators separately, T is the integration time, d o is the spacing between early and late replica codes and C N 0 is the carrier-to-noise density ratio. 2. Secondly, from the perspective of physical meaning, Q 2 and Q 3 are related to the receiver's clock noise and can be obtained from the Allan Variance h-parameters of the user's clock model, i.e. the white noise frequency coefficient h 0 (s2/Hz) and frequency random walk coefficient h −2 (1/Hz) [6] , [28] , in case of VCTCXO oscillator, we get the following results in terms of noise covariance Q 2 = 10 −4 , Q 3 = 10 −2 . It needs to be noted that the setting of Q with accuracy up to the order of magnitude is enough for the system. 3. The setting of Q 4 can be analyzed from the perspective of Steady State Error (SSE) of the transfer function. For system as described in (13), the SSE caused by constant and frequency rate term in (11) is zero, the SSE related to frequency jerk term can be analyzed in (21) .
From (20), it can be observed that
Furthermore, if under the requirement that SSE be equal to 0.01 phase cycles, considering the dynamic range as f = 0 − 10g/s and C N 0 dB = 40dBHz, the setting of Q 4 varies from 0 to 50 according to the dynamic stress. In low-dynamic case, such as the case of daily car driving, Q 4 is normally set to 1.
The setting of Q 4 can decide the dynamic threshold of the system, as in old fashion, the equivalent of noise bandwidth with respect to different Q 4 and signal-to-noise density is plotted in Fig.9 , generally, the equivalent noise bandwidth increase as Q 4 becomes larger. In Fig.9 , a concept termed as 'distributed noise bandwidth' is proposed, as it is shown there are two different noise bandwidths, one is set for the general phase noise (as PLL) and the other is dedicated to frequency noise. Obviously, the state parameters in KFtracking hold different equivalent noise bandwidth, taking Fig.9 for example, the noise bandwidth of frequency are much smaller than that of general phase, and as Q 4 increases, the change in frequency noise bandwidth is still smaller, which means it this case enlarging the general system noise bandwidth will not affect the frequency estimate accuracy so much.
4. The last important parameter that needs to be carefully set is Q 1 , firstly, according to (20) , it can be obtained that
Additionally based on (18), the setting of K 0 depends the value of bandwidth B n τ , according to the model shown in Fig.5 , it has been analyzed that the estimate of dynamic terms in code phase fully depends on VOLUME 7, 2019 the frequency aide from carrier phase tracking part, in other words, B n τ can be set to very small to suppress the possible large variance of n τ (s). From the comparison as shown in Fig.11 in the next section, it can be determined that the suitable magnitude order of value for B n τ can be better set smaller than 0.01Hz assuming signal-to-noise density ratio is around C N 0 dB = 40dBHz.
IV. THE COMPARISON BETWEEN KF-BASED TRACKING LOOP AND TRADITIONAL TRACKING LOOP
In order to give a deep insight into the superiority of KF-based tracking loop from the angle of practical performance, the receivers with different configuration as shown in Fig.8 are proposed and evaluated. Meanwhile, the setting of Kalman parameters in section 3.2 is further discussed and verified. 
A. THE COMPARISON IN A STATIC SCENARIO
As shown in Fig.8 , three different configurations are proposed for the following analysis to explore the advantage of KF-tracking and more in the setting of KF parameters. In order to verify the inner relationship between KF-tracking and traditional counterparts, firstly the experiments in static case are carried out. The setup mainly includes both hardware and software parts, in hardware, a front-end with intermediate frequency equal to 3.996Ghz is mounted to collect data, in signal processing part, all the aforementioned receivers with three different configurations are further implemented in the frame of SOPRANO, a basic GNSS software receiver from NavSAS group in ISMB Italy. The first scenario is a static case, an antenna is mounted on the top of a building to receive the signal from the visible satellites (shown in Fig.10 ) for about 200 seconds, and the software receiver with different configuration is used to process the digital IF (intermediate frequency) data. Recalling the setting of Q 1 , it is not straightforward as Q 2 and Q 3 , Q 1 is related to B n τ , the equivalent noise bandwidth for low-dynamic component inside the code phase. Here in the first comparison, the positioning results of different Q 1 is shown in Fig.11 , obviously as Q 1 increase from 1e-10 to 1e-6, the variance of positioning results increases.
Furthermore recalling (5) and (18), essentially both of carrier-smoothing and the setting of mean to weaken the noise influence in code measurements by decrease the noise bandwidth. Then, with the same IF data, the positioning results between the three different configurations (shown in Fig.8 ) are shown in Fig.10 .
As shown in Fig.12 , specifically, in configuration 3, Q 1 is set to 1e-10. In configuration 2, smoothing steps M = 100 which is commonly used in a wide variety of receiver products. It can be observed that the positioning results between configuration 2 and 3 are comparable, which is better than that of configuration 3. In this sense, in daily movement dynamic cases, the state noise covariance can be set as Q = E[ww T ] = diag [10 −10 , 10 −4 , 10 −2 , 1] .
B. THE COMPARISON IN A TYPICAL DYNAMIC SCENARIO
In order to verify the parameter setting and inner relationship between three different configurations shown in Fig.8 , a typical car experiment is carried out, the car is equipped with front-end, BD982 receiver used as reference, and a heading reference system designed by ourselves. Here, the BD982 receiver supports multi GNSS constellation and is working under SBAS mode with the positioning accuracy up to 0.5 meter. The front-end collects the available GPS signal, meanwhile, the reference results are also logged. In Fig. 14, all the configurations can work well in this environment, with respect to the reference, the positioning errors (absolute value) are shown in Fig.15 , and the mean value of positioning errors for different configurations are listed in Table. 1. Similarly, regarding the velocity estimates, the results are shown in Fig.16 and Table1.
As the results show, in terms of positioning accuracy in dynamic case, even with the simple PVT engine, that is LS-PVT, configuration 3 still can achieve the best performance compared with the other two configurations.
1. Differently from static case, Configuration 2 with Carrier-Smoothing can't achieve comparable performance with Configuration 3. The reason for that is due to the help of frequency aide from the lower part in Fig.4. 2. Even though configuration 2 and 3 have similar performance in positioning estimate, but configuration 1 performs much better in terms of velocity estimates, that is because carrier-smoothing can only filter the code phase measurement while configuration 1 do filtering both in code phase and frequency estimates.
3. The high accuracy of velocity estimates in configuration 3 is due to the more physical and tractable parameter setting in KF-tracking part, leading to the accurate Doppler frequency as shown in Fig.17 4. Configuration 3 outperforms the other two configurations both in positioning and velocity estimates, this should be attributed to the KF-tracking. It can directly supply the accurate code phase, carrier phase and frequency estimates to relieve the stress of the post-processing part including PVT, RTK and so on.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper explicitly presents the inner relationship between advanced KF-tracking and traditional scalar tracking with additional enhancement. In details, the parameter setting rule as proposed in this paper can be equivalently related to the available enhancement techniques including CarrierSmoothing and KF in PVT. In order to give a fully insight into the Kalman tuning, the setting rule is analyzed in proper mathematically tractable models and verified in practical experiments. In summary, the measurement covariance R can be computed directly, while in state noise covariance, Q 2 and Q 3 are decided by the clock model, Q 1 is related to the target noise bandwidth of low-dynamic code phase component, it functions similarly as Carrier-Smoothing, and Q 4 decides the dynamic threshold of the system. At the same time, an improved simplified mathematical expression of Kalman gain in (19) is also given to facilitate the in-depth analysis and implementation of this advanced tracking loop in practical platform. As verified both in the analysis and experiments, the KF-tracking with proper setting can supply the accurate the reliable frequency estimate, code phase estimate and carrier phase estimate, which dramatically relieve the burden of following processing modules, such as PVT, RTK and other similar dedicated algorithms relying on the information source from tracking loops. 
